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INTRODUCTION
Pursuing an in-depth investigation into the se1fconcept and the implications such an exploration has for the
counselor and the counselees with whom he relates is to discover a multifaceted concept with dimensions overlapping many
behavioral sciences.
Initially, one must consider what the self-concept
means to the numerous authorities involved in either the practice of counseling or research in the field.

Equally important

is to conceptualize the utility or operational value, within
the framework of the counseling relationship, such an understanding affords.
Of fundamental concern, therefore, are several basic
and vital questions to which this paper will be addressed:
1.

What is the self?

2.

How may the self-concept be identified?

3.

What factors impart a uniqueness to the selfconcept?

4.

In what way is the self-concept affected by
experience?

5.

How do we gather, organize, and, perhaps, categorize the countless facts directly and indirectly
-1-

-2related to an understanding of the self-concept?

6.

How does the self-concept affect a person's
behavior?

7.

In what way can the counselor exploit the knowledge
of the self-concept and utilize it in a viable
manner?

8.

Is a knowledge of a counselee's self-concept useCul
to those involved in a helping relationship with
him?

Finally, the paper will offer some commentary in an
attempt, primarily, to synthesize the insights into the selfconcept that this research has brought forth and, in part, to
present an evaluation and assessment of the material.

CHAPTER I
THE SELF-CONCEPT IN PERSPECTIVE
This research is designed to extract a maximum of
information as to how, in fact, the self-concept should be
understood and to elucidate the possible implications this
phenomenon has for the counselor.

I submit, however, that as

one becomes immersed in such an undertaking, one must avoid the
tendency to overemphasize the importance of the self-concept or
to assign an exaggerated value or meaning to it at the expense
of other concerns that are. perhaps, closer to a particular
counseling situation and more relevant to advancement therein.
The concept of self, Brammer and Shostrom contend,
should be viewed as a learned, steadily developing phenomenon.
They caution against the temptation to consider the concept of
self as a "man within a man" or to use this concept as a
'universal explanation for motivation."l
Robert E. Nixon suggests that growth of self-awareness
tends to run parallel to growth and maturation of the physical
body.

2

He is reminding us of the fact that the self-concept

lLawrence M. Brammer and Everett L. Shostrom, Therapeutic Psychology (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall
Inc., 1960), p. 37.
2Nixon. The Art of Growina (New York:

1962). p. 32.

Random House,

beco.es more evident as maturation progresses.

Unlike physical

growth. however, the period of growth and development of the
self-concept may be considerably longer.
As the literature is studied, an essential consideratu.
in terms of the number of self-concepts assumed by the person,
e.erces,

Wrenn states that in all probability a person has

" ••••••any self-concepts, not juat one."

He has a selt'-concept

for each situation in which he finds himself.'

The impression

civeD by Nixon is one of man conceiviDg ot' hi.self as being at
a particular level of ability, with various degrees 01" interest
in a broad range of social, intellectual, physical. emotional,
and spiritual situations with which he is con£ronted.
In an article in the Journal of Abnormal and Social
Psychology, Ira Friedman states "that investisations ot' the
selt-concept .ight become even more fruitful by an extension
which includes an evaluation of qualities existins cutside
awareness ••••• ",

Depending on the prejudices of the investiga-

tora or wbether or not their peraonal orientation includes a
consideration of unconscious motives aa forces influencing tbe
organism, one would usually expect so.& .easure of concern for
and an accounting of influencea beyond the level of conscious
'Gilbert WrelUl. uThe Sel1" Concept in COWlseling,"
JogEsal of CtUBselins PsychololX, V. No.2 (Sprins, 19,8), p.104

,

Ira Friedman, "Pheno.enal. Ideal. and Projected Conceptions of Selt," Journal
Abnormal and Social PsychologY.
LI. No.1 (July. 195'), p. l~.

,1"

-5awareness.

There are authors, such as Herrick, who contend

that ....... the primary tactors which determine patterns of pertormance are inside the organism. not in the environment.,,5

At

the expense of possibly misinterpreting Herrick. but in the
interest 01' pursuing the selt-concept phenomenon, I submit that
man may begin lite with certain inherent dispositions which
will remain dormant until acted upon by particular environmental experiences.

Such experiences tend to precipitate one's

innate potentialities and, thereby, contribute directly to the
individual's view 01' himselt (selt-concept).

At the simplest

level, the selt-concept is detined as a group 01' "spontaneous
selt-reterences"---wbat a person says about himselt:
"I am ...... ,,6

Such unsolicited re:ferences may be considered to

be indicative 01' the person's self-concept.

Yet, we must

remember that these references may not necessarily reveal the
individual's actual senti.ent concerning hiIDselt.

It is my

teeling that he may choose a particular taeade or experiment
with the projection 01' such deceptive measures while entertaining quite di:fterent notions about himself in order to
allay any possible loss 01' selt-esteem or to de tend himselt
against an apparent threat to the ego by projecting an image
which he teels will be most expedient.
(Austin:

5 c • Judson Herrick, The Evolution 01' Human Nature
University 01' Texas Press, 1956), p. 205.

6Arnold Buchheimer and Sara C. Balogh, The
Relationship (Chicago:
1961), p. 109.

Couns~ling

Science Research Associates, Inc.,

-6Proressional opinion as to the precise meaning or the
selr-concept varies considerably.

However, there is some

measure or agreement among most on the ongoing personal
dynamics related to the evolution and assimilation or this concept within the person.
William E. Amos.

This is emphasized in the writing or

It is his reeling that an individual's "self.

concept may b. defined as the continuous and progressive
derivation of meaning from exp.rienc..

It might include all a

person's views as part or characteristic of himself. n7

The

growth and development of this self-image is a product of the
interaction of psychological and sociological factors which
com. to b.ar on the p.rson. 8

As. consequ.nce, w. can antici-

pat. that, " ••••• cons.qu.ntly. the s.lf-conc.pt changes as new
experiences are perceiv.d or assimilated.,,9
As w. r.flect on the foregoing. several pertinent
details begin to rormulate.

The individual's cognitive pro-

cesses and emotional d.velopm.nt, and the way in which these
influence his p.rception of his p.rsonal-social experiences,
are recognized as instrumental in the structuring of the selrconcept.
1Amos, "A Study or Self.Concept: Delinquent Boys
Accuracy in Stated S.lf-Evaluations," Genetic Psychologx Monoaraphs, LXVII (F.bruary, 1963>, p. 49.
8Karl C. Garrison, Psychol0sY of Adolesc.nce (6• • d.:
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965>,
p. 201.

9Amos, loc. sit.

-7We can imagine the self as an outgrowth of a person's
past experiences and the kinds of experiences he is having at
any moment.

We might consider the individual as learning about

himself and constructing attitudes from what he learns.

Cron-

back reminds us that "a person shapes a self-concept out of his
experiences, in which he puts together his knowledge of what he
is and how he compared to otbers."lO

The self-con~ept, then,

is profoundly imbedded and uniquely individualistic without
being an entity developing separately from the total growth and
development of the individual.
The person is an entity to the extent that he alone has
had touch with all of his experiences.
individuality to him.

These impart

~

certain

"In the final analysis, the individual

must know for himself the totality that he is_"ll

Seemingly

paradoxical, yet irrefutably true, is the fact that the individual's developmental experiences are in a field shared by many
others but are, also, uniquely significant to him and his
perceptual field.
The unpredictable pattern of day to day experiences and
development of a self-concept therefrom preclude an accurate
or meaningful prediction of the ultimate make-up of the selflOLee J. Cronback, Educationat Psychology. (New York:
Harcourt, Braee, and Co •• 1954), p_ 5 2.
llClark E. Moustakas, The Selt (New York:
Brothers, 1956>, p. 6.

Harper and

-8concept.

" ••••• no two growers will achieve precisely the same

ends." 12

An interesting description as to the direction the

self-concept takes as it unfolds is f'ound i.n two
views:

diver~ent

the genetic and the ontogenetic.
The genetic view proposes a vertical development begin-

ning at conception and continuing through old age.

The inter-

vening stages have clearly defined characteristics or developmental tasks with which each is identif'ied.

This relates

closely to the theory that the person is a closed system.

In

contrast, the ontogenetic view suggests that development proceeds along a horizontal continuum between two poles,l:;

This

corresponds to the theory that a person is an open system in
which, rather than a series of' somewhat predictable stages in
development occurring, development is a product of' the previous
experiences that have acted to condition a person·s behavior.
In a conceptualization which gives a position to the
self', relative to the total personality, Jung asserts that we
consider the self' as "the midpoint of' personality around which
all of' the other systems are constellated."

14

Jung further

considers the self' as lif'e's goal, dependent for development
l2Robert E. Nixon, loco sit., p. 24.
1";

~Buchheimer

and Balogh, loco sit •• p. 109.

14 Calvin S. Hall and Gaz'dner Lindzey t Theories of'
Persobalitx (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc" 1957),
p.

.50a.

upon the complete development of other components of the personality.

He has given the self a central position in which

~.

complete actualization, as well as its stability, is more
dependent upon total personality development, rather than
inex.ricably united with it.lS
In his book. James C. Coleman expressed agreeaent with
the foregoins, and, in particular with Jung as he expands the
notion of the self's central position.

The self is deCined by

Coleman as the nucleus of a person's ability to organize and
adjust. 16
Gardaer Murphy refers to the sal£ as a person'. "p.rcaption and conception of his whole b.inS ••••• " or the
"individual as known to the individual."l7
Thre • • •otional develop••nts "us.ful in understanding
the developm.nt of the self," are r.ferred to in a book
entitled Child PsXShololY by Arthur T. J.rsild:

affection,

anxiety (threats against the self), and compassion (expression
of s.lf-fulfill•• nt).18

Garrison d.clares that the person not

only learns more about himself as he matures but that this
I

Y

tteonglo.eration of learning," or self-knowledge is what we
lS Ik
Chicago:

&d ••

p. 87.

16Cole.an, Abn0£!ll PsxchololY and M,dern Lit- (2nd
Scott, Fores.an, and Company, 19S6 t p. 64.
170all and Lindzey, lsc, sit., p.

e~,

,8.

18Jersild, Child PsxghSIS'I (%. ed., Englewood Cliffs,
New Jers.y: Prentice Hall, Inc., 19'%), p. 1%.

-10cODsider to be. in fact, the self-concept. 19

In Garrison's

opinion, the concept of selt is essentially a pattern or attitudes.

Garrison further explains that adolescents depend

largely on the reaction ot their peers toward the. tor self'concept.

He believes that the self-concept emerges directlx

trom the behavior of others toward the individual and
iadire!ilx from physical and mental attributes ot the individual himself. 20
We are now considering the self-concept as a product
of inter-acting forces or social and emotional influences on
onets perception of himself within his environment.
The self is, in terms of the foresoins. a composite of
thoughts, feelinls, and attitudes which cODstitute the individual·s awareness of himself.

Jersild points out that in

maturity the self also includes the ideas, hopes, and values
comprieina the individual's philosophy of life. 21

Wet there-

fore, are led to the conclusion"that the self, while clearly
di£ferentiated from the total psychological make-up o£ the
person, encompasses several very personal aspects o£ the
individual's total e.otional and psychological complex.
There is the feeling amons many that there is not only
a distinction in the mode oC the selC-concept for each person.
but that these factors predispose tbe person to a development
o

Jersi d submits
Garrison, 10c, sit., p. 1%7.
21Jer8ild, loc. ait., p. 179.

we call the

-11selC comes into being as the child, with all his inborn capacities and tendencies and all that is inherent in his make-up,
comes to grips with the experiences oC liCe.,,22

Again, liCe's

experiences are considered Cor both their catalytic and
precursive inCluences.

In terms oC growth and development,

these experiences lay the ground work Cor the existential
manner in which the person will subjectively interpret his
experiences and, subsequently. view himselC in relation to
these.
"There are vast diCCerenCes between separate selC
organizations ••••• "
elements.

Some are more complex containing many more

Some become more realistic, more stable, and highly

integrated. 2 ,
C. Judson Herrick reCers to a publication by his
brother expressing a position which he supports.

This view is

that man has a social selt in which he tends to project Ceelings and experiences into others and then proceeds to act in
the light ot these.

These reactions cause the self to be in a

constant state of change in order to embrace new elements which
will modify the social self and the Ceelings and type of
reactions subsequently employed by the person. 24
22 Ibid •
2'Donald Syngg and Arthur W. Combs, Individual Behavior
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1949), p. 28.

24 C. Judson Herrick, 10c. sit •• p. 190.

The biologist, Herrick explains, has a concept ot selt
which has an operational meaning that tends to lend support to
the person's experiences and his subjective interpretations ot
these as intluencing factors in the growth and development ot
the selt:

"1 experience myselt in action as immediately as 1

experience things with which 1 act ••••• nZS

He adds that, in

his opinion, the knower canno't merge with the known without
losing his identity.

The normall developing infant, tor

example. uses personal pronouns---l, me. etc., implying the
acquisition of the idea of selt as a separate entity.26
Allport reters to those things which are "central to
our sense ot existence" as the "proprium. n

Allport :feels that

the proprium is Ita mere synonym for selt."

That is, that the

self-image is part ot the proprium and that the image ot selt
has two parts---the individual's regard tor his abilities and
status and the way he would like to become or "his aspirations
tor himselt.,,2?

2SIbid., p. 207
2'Ibi<!.
27Gordon W. Allport. Becgming (New Haven:
sity Press, 1955>, pp. 40-46.

Yale Univer-

CHAPTER II
BEHAVIOR AND THE SELF-CONCEPT

Man apparently has a capacity for self-awareness.

That

is, he can be conscious of himself as he believes he exists
relative to other members of society.

This capacity allows him

to conceptualize this model of himself and to react to a broad
range of stimuli in a manner consistent with his concept of
self.

Man's capacity includes the ability to connect the past

self with the futUre self. 28
The concept of self may become so ingrained and occupy
so much of a central place as to be affected by, as well as
effecting, the multitude of predisposing factors and underlying
causes to which man's behavior is attributed.
The usefulness of the self-concept in facilitating the
interpretation and understanding of behavior has been developed
in an article by Richard M. Brandt appearing in the
Hygiene periodical. 29

~entaJ

In it, Brandt states that the selt is

becoming recognized as a very useful concept in exploring
behavior.

Other authors also feel the self-concept is of

28Nixon, loe. sit., p. 32.
29Srandt. uSelf: Missing Links for Understanding
Behavior," Mental Hygiene, XLI, No.1 (January, 1957), p. 24.

-13-

-14principal importance i.n explab.l.ing behavior.
Gonsi del" the POSl. ticn tt';1ken by Clarence Leuba.
tl1~

As an example,
He s ta tes tba t

con:f'idence a peu'aou bas of' achieving his "ideals" depends

on his self-concept.

He will be anxious and frustrated if he

feels unable to do tbis.'O

Among most authorities, tberfll is agreement that the
degree to which the individual'j,i bi'Jbav1or corresponds to his

concept of himself is a valid means ot assessins his adjustment
When a person is not acting in accordanoe with his self-concept
"'We lIlishot say he is maladJusted.n,l

Xa such ca ••• , when the

individual perceives and conceptualizes a particular concept
of' self', but perceives .ub.equent experienc •• to be di ••iailar,
hi. awaren••• of' threat, and, therefore, his level of' anxiety
aJui del"e:rud veness rill be hiah.

Glanz believf.is tha.t "the IDost deeply beld value pattern
is the concept of the .elf' as a person--the aelf-concept:

This

is me, this 1 believe.",a ADA Marie W,lsh l"eel. that the individual will be "Cai thf'ul to tbi. picture of biaselt't good or
bade""

Furthermore. in a study iD which attitudes and

,OClarence Leuba! Persqna&&tx. Inte£P~r.0B!1 Relat1oDs,
,Dd Selt-Vaderstandin, (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill
Sooks, Ince, 1963), p.

,8.

A!!S

,1Sra. . . r aDd Shostroa. '05 •• It •• p. 41.
,2Sdward C. Glanz, roundat&ons and Prinel,!.s ot Gu&d(Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1964), P. 1 •

"Ann Marle Walsh, §!It-Con!!Ets ~t Br&'ht Boxs Wit\
LetElla' Dlttlc!lt&e! (New York: Bureau ot Publications,
Teacher. Collese, Columbia, 19,6), P. 2.

-15feelings toward one's self were compared to feelings toward
otbers, Elizabetb T. Sbeerer discovered tbat tbe attitudes one
bolds toward one's self are related to tbe attitudes toward
otbers.'"

We can anticipate, therefore, behavior to be in

keeping witb and indicative of the concept one bas of himself.
In an extension of a theme presented by Allport, to
whicb I referred in Chapter I. Buckheimer and Balogb direct
our attention to the self structure as the organized core of
personality wbicb we attempt to protect.

Any threat to it,

they say, is a tbreat to tbe individual's very center of
existence."
Studte's of normal adjustment and the self-concept
indicate a tendency for normal persons to see themselves as
they would like to be--reflecting positive attitudes toward the
self.

Tbe psychoneurotic group is most often cbaracterized by

dissatisfaction and negative attitudes toward the self.,6
In his book, entitled Educational Psychology. Lee J.
Cronback reminds us that insecurity in the child develops when
a child's experiences are devoid of acceptance and affection.
He further notes that the attitudes a child has toward himself
'''Sheerer, "An Analysis of Tbe Relationship Between
Acceptance of Respect For Self and Acceptance of and Respect
Toward Others," Journal of Consultin, Psychology, I (February,.
1949>. pp. 170-174_
'5Buckheimer and Balogh, 10c. sit., p.
"Friedman,

~oc. sit., p. 61'.

71.

-16(his concept of himself) reflects how others treat him. 37
Seldon found that the self-concept of delinquent boys
was faulty more often than in nondelinquent boys.
of aspiration were also lower. 38

Their levels

That is, to some extent, the

delinquent boys seemed to aspire to a level of behavior commensurate with the concept they had of themselves.
Consider the notion of the adequate personality as one
in which the self is well-integrated, in the sense that successive subjective descriptions of self can be absorbed into the
person's self-perception and influence his interpretations of
reality.39
The counselor must assume the individual's frame of
reference to be very close to reality and must constantly try
to determine what the .individual is trying to say and what
meaning it has for him.

Brammer and Shostrom suggest that by

being empathetic, accepting. and permissive, no threat to the
self-concept is introduced.

Concern should not be for the

direction the client is going, but for a relationship where he
can freely and safely move in exploring his own feelings.%O
37 Cronback, loco s!!.t p. 110.
38Carlton E. Beck, PhtlosoEhical Foundations of Guidance (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hallt Inc., 1963)

p:-1t%.

39Louis L. McQuitty. ffA Measure of Personality Integration in Relation to the Concept of Self," Journal of Personal~t XVIII (June, 1950), p. 472.
40Brammer and Shostrom, loco sit.

·~17-

In thesE.' terms i t is recolUln<itndBd t.ha t

the counselor t

:tni tial

Ii

verbal and non-verbal communications be directed toward this
type of interporsonal relationship with the client.

Once this

rapport is established the c;)unselor and client have a setting
in which they can collaborate in the explorations necessary for
the client to acquire the talent aad proficiency to solve
problems and to make decisions freely.
Research has I;roduct:ld a synthesis of theori.Zls which
suggests that low achievers see thEurlsel1.res as inadequate, helpless. and, perhaps, worthless.

These individuals see them-

selves as "having to be on the defensive in order to maintain
their integrity.1f

In terms of a disposition toward pursuing

further aC('tdemic challenges and, indeed, in terlns of the contentment and satisfaction that often is a by-product of such
scholastic

accomplishment~

and acts to motivate those involved,

the self-concepts of underachievers are not only inadequate,
but "criPPling."ltl

The research investigation done by Walsh

h'l8 revealed a prf)neneSs anlOng tlbright low achievers

t It

when

involved in doll play and when compared to adll3quate achievers.
to depict more f'requent1y the boy doll as not free to pursue
his own interests, not free to express his feelings, not
accepted as a member of' the family, inadequate in responding to
environmental stimuli, and unable to identif'y with the
male role.

42

ril Ann Marie Walsh, 10c. Sit., pp. 6-13.
42 Ibid ". D. 27.

-18 ...
Selt-ratings are given some consideration as a means ot
identifYing the selt-concept.

nOne o£ the most '!fidely accepted

beliefs among psychologists today is that discrepancy b.otween
self-concept and objective reality is a common feature or
maladjustment_ n4 ,
Garrison tells us that a "child or adolescent with a
good self-concept has a sort of built-in insulator against
juvenile delinquency."

Otherwise t aecur! ty and acceptance come

from the gang and protection ot the ego with involvement in the
gang episodes. 44

For purposes of decision making, problem

solving, and the freedom necessary in order for the individual
to explore and consider unencumbered, possible alternatives, a
child must be naccepted, approved, respected, and liked for
what he is" in order to develop aelf-acceptance and be free
to venture. lt5
Findinga indicate no difference between delinquent and
non-delinquent boys in eatimating their academic ability or
social ability.lt6

Hurlock. however, states that children tend

to overeatimate the socially desirable traits and to underestimate the undesirable traits.lt7

4;A. D. Calv~n and Wayne H~ 'H~~~~an~ ~justment and
the Discrepancy Between Self'-Cor..¢ept and th(; Inferior Self t rt
Journal ot Consulting PsychologY, XVII, No.1 (February, 1957),
,p.

'9.

-19That individuals tend to enbance their selt-esteem and
to judge themselves

s~ight~y

above in favorable qualities is

discussed by C. william Huntley.

(In the statement of' the

problem in his research article, Huntley raCers to the striving
tor selt-esteem as a universal attribute ot human nature.)

He

confronts us with the notion that certain forms of' expressive
bebavior are only partially recognized and that there is an
upward shiCt toward favorable selt-judgements.

When there is

complete recognition, modesty apparently tempers the seltjudgement so that they are relatively conservative.

However,

Huntley adds, the strivings tor sele-esteem requires that the
individual judge himself slightly above average.

1t8

In terms 01' the signi1'icance these techl1iques have tor
the counselor who is attempting to understand and predict
behavior, as well as helping clients to control behavior.
Bernard Chodorkof:f t in an article appearing in the
~9@ormai-and

~ oll-rn,l

ot

Social PSY9hololI. hypothesized that a better'

adjustment was evident when there was a greater

a~reement

between self-descriptions and objective descriptions.

He

reminds us that the more inaccurate and faulty the individual's
perception ot himselC. and the more inaccurate and :faulty the
48HuntleYt "Judgements ot Self Based Upon {(ecords ot
Expressive Behaviol
~ournal 2.{ A~no"!'l'!l.'!.:t;.l~. ....§ocial P~X:£!!210JEV,
XUV, No.1 (January, 1940). pp. 1i26-427.
1

."

-20individual's perception of himself and his environment, the
more inadequate is his personal adjustment. 49
Some authorities express the opinion that one cannot
say that a deficiency of self-esteem is the cause or effect of
an unstable self-concept.

Yet, Brownfain's findings indicate

that those with a high level of self-esteem have a stable selfconcept and are free of inferiority feelings, better liked by
others, see themselves more as they believe others see them,
accept and value themselves highly, and feel secure about
themselves.'O
We are reminded by Clarence Leuba of the goal directed
behavior of most adults "fulfillment of one's over-all selfconcept. ,,51
As was mentioned in Chapter If threats to one's perception of self or his self-concept may elicit defense mechanisms
which will allow a secure and stable ego identity.
true that because of

ft • • • • •

It is also

our need to regard ourselves highly

••••• we distort or deny all evidence" that we are not what our
self-concepts suggest. 52

Both Ben N. Ard and Lee J. Cronbach,

49Chodorkoff, "Self.Perception. Perceptical Defense,
and Adjustment," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, II,
No.4 (January, 1954), p. ,11.
50Srownfain, loco sit., pp.
,1
Leuba, loco sit., p. 4.

605-606.

5 2 Ben N. Ard (ed.), Counseling and PSYChotherapi (Palo
Alto, California: Science and Behavior Books, Ince, 19 6),
p.

6.

-21-

whose works are referred to throughout this paper, agree that
decisions based on distorted perceptions or coming from the
individual who harbors buried doubts will be distorted and
invalid and will not satisf'y our needs.,,5'

The priority given

to the self-esteem within man's value system is expanded by
Huntley when he quotes Hoppe as indicating that man seldom
"jeopardizes his self-esteem by selecting a goal too high for
realization, though he tries to keep his level of aspiration
as high as possible _ t.

There is. as Huntley suggests. "an

upward tendency of the ego_ u54
In Chapter It some of the possible underlying causes
and predisposing factors of a person's tendency to project a
facade and/or to assume a defensive mode of behavior were
first mentioned.

In terms of a broader and more in-depth

consideration of the possible implications this might have in
terms of the individual's psyche, Jarsild says that instead of
being "spontaneous." there will be times when his strategies
conflict with his natural inclinations.

"He may rationalize

the position he has taken, yet. inevitably what emerges is a
'distortion of the self, a kind of pseudo-identity.·,,'5
"Ibid.
54HuntleYt l2c • sit. , p. '99.
5.5Jersild, loe. sit" t p.

364.

An

-22example ot this is the alcoholic, who in deCense must deny that
he is either a worthless kind ot a person or a pathological
one.

He supports his denial by attempting to drink in a con-

trolled manner. 56
56Ernest Harms and Paul Schreiber, Handbooks at Counseling Technigues (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1963), p. 421.

CHAI'TER I I I
ASSOCIATION OF THE SELF-CONCEPT.
BEHAVIOR, AND THE BEL-PING RELATIONSHIP

In order to provide the continuity and cohesiveness
necessary to assure readability and the logical development
of the reader's thoughts, it is this writer's intention to
transcend the subject matter of the preceeding chapter in a
manner that will produce more profound ideas relative to the
counseling relationship and present the self-concept in a
broader perspective.

More profound and comprehensive facts

worthy of consideration and, hopefully, applicable in a counseling relationship will be enlarged.

Particulars as to the

relevance of the self-concept to the range of interests, needs,
concerns, and goals manifested by the client in a counseling
setting will evolve.

Many of the comments made throughout

this chapter will be references to subject matter in relation
to the conduct of the counselor in the counseling relationship.
It is not the intention of this paper to present an
extensive treatise on counseling techniques; however, this
chapter in particular

~ust

~ct

to remind us that the nature of

the counseling relationship is such that knowledge of the self'-

concept will only be as valuable as the counselor's ability to
use it skillfully.
There are several very :fundamental and essential conditiona :for counseling to be adeptly initiated, skill:fully
conducted, and success:fully concluded.

For example, there

should be a clear understanding that a collaborative rela'tionship should exist and should be communicated to the client.
However, "the problems, tho issues, the solutions, the plan.
ari.ing out ot counseling ••••• mu.t be the :free and responsible
choices at the counselee. nS7
Counseling should be client-centered and not counselorcentered or problem-centered. 5S
Harms and Schreiber tell us that the counselor's
protessional relationship derive. its strength trom a

ft • • • • •

permissive relationship, an understanding ot the individual
involved, an appreciation ot his values and goals, and a respect tor his worth and dignity as a human being," as well as
his right to selt-determination_
Carl R. Rogers advocates a "caring relationship" in
which acceptance by the therapist, he teels, will lead to
acceptance, or more correctly, the ability and desire to accept
by the client. 59

The stage f'or the development of' a soundly

57Glanz. loc • • it., p. 98.

S9 Harms and Schreiber, loc. sit., p_ '70.

structured self is set when the counselor accepts the values
of anothlfr
forl3,

'~e

whil(~

not necessarily approving of' them.

60

There-

can cont:>id'2r acceptance and sacuri ty ill conjunction

wi th the reflec ti va teclu:tiques employed by Rogerians. as agents

for c.rea tj.ng a cI1ata te conduc1 va to the developlIHmt. and t in

C. Gilbert Wrenn discov-e;r'ed an increasing awareness of
the sel:f-collcept phenomenol';; in counseling. 6l
Rogers suggests that in the closing stages of therapy,
"re-education" is an observable factor with which satis:factory
progress can be 1denti:Cied.

62

Hadley contends that counselors

may need to utilize more direct methods than the Rogerian proponents would employ in order for re-education to occur.
When Bugenthal and Zeland investigated the self-concept
in counseling, they advanced an opinion in support of individuals such as Gordon Allport and Gardner Murphy.

Behavior,

they say. is determined primarily by one's phenomenal field.

and, in particular, that aspect o£ the :field which is the
individual's concept o£ himself.,,63

Rogers refers to the

60 Carl R. Rogers, "Some Ob6ervations on the Organization o:f Personality," American PSIchologist. II (1947). 202.
61

Wrenn, ~oc. sit., p. 108.

62 John M. Hadley, Clinical and Counseling PsychologY
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 195~)t p. 37.
63Ha11 and Lindsey, Icc.

si~.,

p.

316.

phenomenal field as the totality of experience and the self as
the dtf:ferentiated "Ill or Hr.U:: tf part of' the :field.

64

Jersild of'f'liJ1'S a vlilry ce-,ndid explana.tion c.t the origin
ot' l1Ilxiety when he says that anxiety arises when an eXT,Brienee

threatens the "neurotic solution" built up from & "superstruc-

to protect thE selt" frotll ha.rm. 65

Sullivan believes that indi-

vidua15. in order to avoid or minimize anxiety, develop various
protective measures.

'l.'hfHUI

measures "form the self-systetu

which sanctions certain forms of behavior (the good-me self)
and forbids (the bad ...rae self). fI

It tendf' to "gl085 over" what

the person really is and t>flIat his self-system says he is.

66

(This protective ot' behavior selecting function appears to

overlap a common misunderstanding of the ego- .. the system that
selects a pa.ttern of behavior that had proved expedient in the
past.)

On the topic

o~

defense mechanisms, Buckheimer and

Ballogh consider as qui te norutal the adoption of such mental
processes tlul tare built up around the self and axci ted into
play by any situation offering a threat to the integrity of
the self.

However, they caution us of the dangers of such

defense !llechanisms becoming a means 01' escapism (denial. of

loc. sit., p. 366.
Lindsey, 10c. sit., p. 139.

-27reality), fantasy (construct situations as you would like them
to be), compensation (substitute for a real or imaginary problem), introjection (intern8li~ing a problem), projection
(transfer blame to others), reaction (excluding from con$ciousness undesirable thoughts), displacement (trausf'erring feoling
to another object), etc.

It is their feeliog that such

mechanisms do not allow a "realistic coping with the problem.$7
We, there tore , are conf'ronted with mental
to conceal situations

r~t'her

proce$s~s

that tend

thai1. tt) allow us to eonfr1lnt them.

Some specifie IIHttb;,dolf')gy applicable to the counseling
situation is oftered by Carl R. Rogers.

He declares that the

"therapist, by reaeti.ng to the client's feelings and attitudes
rather than to the objects ot his teelings and attitudes."
assists the client in liberating and bringing into focus his
own self, making i t e&8ier ror the client to perceive his selt
and to react to

it •~68

Re.l"t,.8
d t 0 tlli f.l i

S

eo precau tl on a d vance d

by Rogers against focusing on the reorganization of the selt
too early.

Instead, he suggests an indirect approach of"

concentrating on the reorganizaticnof th"e phenomenal field.
The validity of" such considerations must em erg. from one'.
commitment to the beliet that the self"-concept is a function of
the interaction of self witb the total environment.
67Buckheimer and Ballogb,

68Melvin

~oc.

sit., p.

86.

H. Marx (ad.), Ji'sXch;o...l0gical Theorz (New York:

The Maemillan Co., 19'1).

-28In an article appearing in 'l1le Araerican PsYcholo,ist,
Rogers ref'ers to adjustment as an "internal af'f'air. rather
than upon external reality."

He relates the self'-concept to

the adjustment process when he says that "it would appear that
when all of' the ways in which the individual perceives himself'
••••• all perceptions of' himself' in relation to others--are
accepted into the organized conscious concept of' the self',"
then,comf'ort and f'reedora f'rom tension is experienced as
"psychological adjUstment.,,69

Rather closely associated with

this i. the f'act that people are much more interested in their
f'utures than in their pasts.
raay be of' little value to hira.

Theref'ore, the individual'. past
Only if' the ego is served raight

an individual "engage in a repetition of' a succes.f'u1 act.,,70
Here, again, is a consideration f'or the cOUllse10r at an
operational level.

Irap1icit in these stateraents is a rather

corape1ling arguraent f'or the counselor to relate to the client
in terms of' the present, rather than attempting to af'f'ect
adjustment by utilizing possible causal f'actors f'rom the
client'. past.
As one explores the behavioral dynaraics surrounding the
self' and directly or indirectly involved in rao1ding tbe se1f'concept. tbe tel"llls "ego" and "self''' tend to denote sirailar
69 Rogers. loc. sit., p.1t71.
70Qordon W. Allport. "The Ego in Contemporary Psychology," Psycbo10,icel aeview, L, No.1 (191t3), p.

4".

meanings.

Clear delineation is sometimes diC£icu1t.

Allport

intorms us that the ego has been considered as knower, object
of knowledge, organizer. primordeal rationalizer, etc.
Bertocci candidly draws a sharp distinction between the
"ego" and "selC."

The hypothesis suggested by Bertocci embo-

dies serving, reimbursing, perceiving, wanting, feeling, and
thinking as implicit in the word "self."

The self, Bertocci

tells us, knows that i t exists and theref'ore, in this sense,
is the object of knowledge and the knower.
"but is never the knower.,,7l

The ego is known,

Within this frame of' reference,

it is my opinion that the counselor must consider the person's
self' as knowing itself' (concept of self) in terms of awareness
of' the existence of' certain f'eatures with which the sel€ is
associated.

The ego, however, must be thought of' as something

that cannot conceive of its existence in the same sense.
Instead, the ego manifests itself' and thereby asserts or demonstrates its existence each time that i t assists the person to
select a course of' action that has proved useful to the person
in a climate of' similar stimuli.

The process of' selecting

behavior (ego function) assists the self' by providing a
pattern of' behaVior consistent with the concept of' the self'.
An extremely insightful and thought provoking statement
regarding the behavior of the self as a function of the way the
btl

7l p • A. Bertocci, ttThe Psychological Self', The Ego, and
Personality," PsXchololical Review, LII, No.1 (January, 1945),
pp •. 91-93.

-30sel f perceives i tsel f' wi thiu the f'ramelfork of i
evolving, ever changing constitution i . also
Bertocci.

t~

gradually

presente~

by

He states that eYery self senses, :feels, ll'!eds. per-

ceives, and thinks ubout the stirauli lfhich impinge upon it,

it relates them in var.ious ways, but always with some uniqueness to its own developin..g conception of i tsel:f. 72

Brownfain reminds us thtlt when an individuale-valuates
himself', he invariably rei'ers to a "system of" central meanings
that he has about himself''' and hilS ,rela tionship to the {n:lvironment which we call the self-concept. 73
tion will invariably

produc~

Yet, unaided introspec-

a distorted view of the sel£.74

The role of' the self' or onets concept ot: self' in precipi tating extreme behenrior
Robert Elliot Fitch.

j.t>

alluded to in an article by

The .t'\uthor. in an art:lcle appearing in

Time, stated that the sel1' nthat is sick of' self' succumbs to
self-analysis,

sel~-pitYt

self-hAte, and finally the obsession

to be rid ot: self."75
An interesting adjunct to other considerations this
paper bas given to the interrelationship ot: general behavior
72 Bertocci, loc. sit., p. 98.
73 Brownf'ain, loc. sit., p. 597.
74Ernest R. Hilgard, tfHuman Motives and the Concept of
the Selt',n American PsychOlogist, IV (1949), p. 377.
75Fitch, "Odyssey of the
LXXVII (March 31, 1961). P. 74.

Sel~-Centered Self'," Tim~t

-'1and the self-concept are the :findings o:t a study conducted 1n
order to relate all or"ganic problem such as Basal Metabolism
Rate (BMR) to personality traits.

Low BMR tends to produce an

oxygen deficiency w1th an ensuing "phenomenon of a schizophreniC order."

It was :found that neurosis appeared in those

with a high BMR or hyperactive behavior.

Low BMR or hyper-

activity appeared most prevalent among psychotic individualS?'
When con:tronting the adolescent. the counselor is
reminded to consider the period o:t adolescence is characterized
by or ••nic changes, particularly in the endocrine system
(e.g., thymus, adrenals, thyroid. ovaries, gonads, etc.).

This

new endocrine balance during pubescence and the mental maturity
that also occurs :tosters an egocentric nature. 77

Notwith ...

standing these alteratioDs, it is imperative that "the adolescent develop a realistic sel:t-concept in order to lead a
stable and use:tul li:te.,,78

He must learn to accept his own

capabilities and shape his aspirations accordingly.
Bugenthal and Zelan employed, as a means of investigating the sel:t-concept, and to reveal responses characteristic
o:t

~roupst

a questionnaire consisting o:t one simple question,

76 paul Gilliland Greenburg, "The RelatioDship of Basal
Metabolism and Personality," Journpl o:t Social_~PsxchololX'
XXXV (February, 19,2), pp. 5-6.
77Garriaon, loe. sit., p. 197.

78 lbid ., p. 27.

-32tfWho Are You?"

They Celt that this question allowed "a Cree

field of responses to be structured along lines most expressive
0...4'"

th e c I :r..en~
.
+ • s nee·s
d
d
t ·
t
t 1on.
.
tI 79
an •••••
curren
81.1.1a

Contrast-

ing groups were told to write three answers and the personal
and depersonalized responses were categorized.

Older men

tended to give occupati.onal t non-individualized references

t

or

f'avorably aCf'ectively toned selC-reCerences, while mature
women tended to substitute family status Cor the occupational
reCerences of their male counterparts.
In terms of' other techniques of' diagnostic signif'icance, John M. Hadley asks clients to answer such questions as,
tfWbat sort oC impression do you make on people?

Are you a good

person, or are you rather disa,greeable at times?"

The answers

give some idea of' the individual's own concept of' himself'.

In

response to the question, "Can you tell the kind of person you
think you are?", neurotics more f'requently brought in the
social sphere with such answers as, "1 always try to be nice,"
or, "Others think Itm stuck-up and don't like me."

Psychotics

oCten impart a f'eeling of' impatience by answering, "I don't
know," or they display an inability to view themselves:

tf • • • • •

myoId man could answer that ••••• tt80
19Jarnes F. T. Bugenthal and Seymour L. ZulaUf ltlnvestigations Into the Self'-Concepts. n Journal oC Abnormal and Social
PSYChology, XLVII (1952). pp. 495-497.
80.,
. ,
na dl ey. 1 oe. S1."t.

t

~l':2 - J0;;;:(":
'%
pp. :>v
VJ.

-33Havighurst, Robinson, and Dorr tell us that some individuals may harbor "unconscious resistance" to recognizing the
nature .0£ the ideal sel£.

We may be sure t he tells us, nthat

an individual will not report an ideal which is repugnant to
him, nor will he report a set o£ ideals vhich he has not
thought about at all.

He adds that a mArked change in the

ideal self o£ the maturing adolescent can occur through association with those who have more prestige, appear more powertul. and are better able to get the desirable things in life.
Boys and girls tend to combine qualities o£ parents with these
other attractive unattainable but coveted possessions. nSl
81Robert H. Havighurst t Myra Z. Robinson, and ~1ildred
Dorr, "The Development o£ the Ideal Selt in Childhood and
Adolescence," Journal of Edu.cational Research, XL, No.4
(Dece.ber, 1946), p. 257.

CHAPTER IV
COMMENTARIES ON CHAPTERS It II, AND III:
CONSIDERATIONS USEFUL IN THE
HELPING RELATIONSHIP
After reflecting on the review ot the literature that
was done for this thesis and the many opinions brought forth
in the previous chapters, I am not prepared to otfer, with
unrelenting conviction, the selt-concept as an indispensable
panacea or as a phenomenon to be considered paramount and
toremost by the counselor in a helping relationship.

In terms

of the counselor's obligation to the client, however, I suggest
that the counselor consider both the on-going experiences ot
the hu.an organi.m as agents in exercising an intluence on the
self-concept, and, the behavior exhibited by the person as
indicative ot the individual's changing or changeable perception ot himselt.

Think of the individual selt-concept as being

very near the surtace ot and included in his perception of
reality and conscious awareness.

As such, consider the self-

concept as a basis tor the individual's behavior.
Implicit in 80me of the intormation ottered in this
paper is a cautious reminder tor one to be rather conservative
about the emphasis given the selt-concept.

It is difficult,

-:;5or indeed, impossible, to consider all factors influencing
behavior or to assian a hierarchical value to them.

Notwith-

standing this, let us try to appreciate those approaches or
techniques in the counseling relationship that may necessarily
focus on factors seemingly remote in terms of a relationship
to the concept of self.

Yet. if the counselor and counselee

are successful in ,coping with a problem and the solution is
within the client's perceptual field and conscious awareness,
an alteration of the counselee's concept of himself may occur
which may help to sustain him in his newly acquired role.

This

more than justifies the interest and conserted effort directed
to the client's total perceptual field and to any methods that
will facilitate the remodeling of a self-concept.
I believe that most of us would agree that the individual must have faith in himself.

We must, therefore, look to

the self-concept in counseling as something more than a simple
means of assessing the individual's feelings about himself.
Instead, the self-concept should be viewed as a possible means
of fostering personal worth as well as feelings of confidence
and contentment.
Many of the authors referred to in this thesis, direct
our attention to the diaanostic value of the self-concept.
Indeed, the value of such a consideration cannot be dismissed
too lightly.

Self-ratings, unsolicited self-references, gen-

eral behaVior, and responses to structured questions all have

utility.

We must, however. not channel any less attention to

the importance oC assisting the client to understand his total
perceptual Cield containing the many pertinent and inC1uencing
variables.

Such perceptions, hopeCully, will lead him to a

better understanding and control oC his •• lC-concept as well a.
a willingness to accept his strengths and weaknesses.
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